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BACK STORY:Manley was in a bad way. Dehydrated and exhausted from a long ‘stowaway’
journey, he was found in the back of a removal merchant’s haulage truck. One day and 400
tarmac miles earlier he had crawled in to examine what he thought was a load of peace and
quiet. Falling asleep on a sofa wasn’t the best option but that is what happened—and he had no
way of raising the alarm.The two hardy workmen fed, watered and soothed him. Short of leaving
him on the mean city streets, they had no option but to take him to an inner city London animal
shelter. Staff there found a microchip identifying his owner but the ‘owner’ didn’t want the cost of
hauling him back to his south-of-England home county.*****A beautiful voice, strong character,
alertness and healthy attitude stir together to give us this ginger tomcat with patches of white
under his chin. His strong golden eyes are gentle and kind, white whiskers twitch when curiosity
beckons, and four white paws keep him steady on the ground.Manley’s respect for himself and
others deserves to be heard.He asks friend Eliza to tell his story.



Follow the adventures of this endearing little ‘rescue’ cat. Kindle EditionThe author asserts the
moral right to be identified as the author of this work.All rights reserved.Copyright ©Eliza
Earsman 2015 Note:This ebook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This ebook may
not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another
person, please purchase an additional copy for each person you share it with. Thank you for
respecting the author's work. ***** BACK STORY Manley was in a bad way. Dehydrated and
exhausted from a long ‘stowaway’ journey, he was found in the back of a removal merchant’s
haulage truck. One day and 400 tarmac miles earlier he had crawled in to examine what he
thought was a load of peace and quiet. Falling asleep on a sofa wasn’t the best option but that is
what happened—and he had no way of raising the alarm.The two hardy workmen fed, watered
and soothed him. Short of leaving him on the mean city streets, they had no option but to take
him to an inner city London animal shelter. Staff there found a microchip identifying his owner
but the ‘owner’ didn’t want the cost of hauling him back to his south-of-England home
county. ***** A beautiful voice, strong character, alertness and healthy attitude stir together to
give us this ginger tomcat with patches of white under his chin. His strong golden eyes are
gentle and kind, white whiskers twitch when curiosity beckons, and four white paws keep him
steady on the ground.Manley’s respect for himself and others deserves to be heard. He asks
friend Eliza to tell his story. ***** One THE CAT RESCUE CENTRELonely times. Manley survives
for a while behind bars in the rescue centre for little cats without mums or dads and families to
call their own.Confinement in cat ‘jail’—albeit one with a clean cage—is not good and this is a
lonely time for our sensitive and intelligent Manley. Dull-eyed and lethargic, he exists in the well-
run but impersonal amenity going on three months. All the time his little heart craves a warm lap
to snoozle down on and comfy people to snuggle him. He is lovable and ready to give love—lots
and lots.He longs for the day when he will be ‘chosen’ and go home to a new family. His big eyes
scan the faces of folks who call in.Long days pass. Manley gravitates towards despondency.
Darkness falls along with sadness and resignation—no one is looking for him.Early one fine
spring morning not long after breakfast time Shelagh visits.Unable to sit still, our determined little
fighter Manley grins, stands on his hind legs, leans forward and with his front claws grips the
wire mesh of his confines.One undistracted fixed gaze between Manley and calm cat-savvy
Shelagh seals the decision. This is where the end of Manley’s story begins—he is going
home.Into the comfortable carry basket goes Manley—wide-eyed, graceful and peaceful. With
contented purrs and wide-eyed trust, he lets Shelagh stroke his neck. He savours the scent of
her good clean hands as he lies on his temporary new abode beside her. From that comfy
position on the bus seat he gazes at her, relaxed and happy, all the way to Shelagh’s
house. ***** Two
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Dolores Ayotte, “Heart-warming short story.... MANLEY: This rescue cat won't be thwarted by
Author Eliza EarsmanManley is a heart-warming short story about a cat that is rescued after he
has gone astray. Manley unwittingly climbs into the back of a truck and is taken on a 400 mile
journey. When he is discovered by two workmen, he is fed and watered but the only option is for
them "to take him to an inner city London animal shelter". From this point on, talented Author
Eliza Earsman eloquently tells Manley's story.After nearly three months in his new
accommodations, Manley is eager to snuggle up in someone's lap. His wishes are granted when
Shelagh visits the shelter and is quickly smitten with this wide-eyed Tabby cat. Once he settles
into his new home, Manley gives into his adventurous nature and soon gets into mischief once
again. Harry's Pet Shop seems to provide just the right incentive Manley requires to arouse his
curiosity. His actions quickly get him into another fine fix.Once Shelagh and Manely move to
Scotland, he appears to be more content and gives up his roaming ways. Shelagh and Manley
are truly suited as, "they bring out soft sides in each other and are rich indeed".This captivating
novella is sure to be a reading treat for animal lovers. Manley...as is true of many animals, is able
to fill "a niche in Shelagh's life she didn't know was empty". Great read by Author Eliza Earsman!
Inspirational Author & Book Reviewer ~ Dolores Ayotte
  
Up The "Down" Ladder: Simple Ideas to Overcome Depression”

Gigi Sedlmayer, Book Excellence Award Finalist winning author of the Talon series, “What a
lovely cat story. What a delightful cat story. Every Cat laver should read it.Manley, the ginger cat
and Shelagh.After Manly was locked up in a truck he ventured in to have a sleep, he was locked
up without knowledge of the driver. So he was driven 400 km away from his loving home.When
found by the driver, he brought him to the vet and they found out that he was yipped. they called
the owner but they didn't had the money to ship Manley back home. So Manley ended up in an
animal shelter.Here Manley waited to find a loving owner and Shelagh walked in, spotted him
and fell in love with the little ginger feline.Finally, after three months, Manley went home and had
a loving home.But it didn't end there. Since Manley was very adventurous and was very
mischievous.And then Shelagh moved. and here in the new home, Manley was finally home. He
loved that part.A loving story for every cat lover.Well done, Eliza”

Barbara Mojica, “OPPOSITES ATTRACT. Tale of a tabby cat and his human owner, Shelagh that
will appeal to anyone who has ever owned a cat Manley falls asleep on a couch in a dumpster
and wakes to find himself far from home. The driver brings him to the local animal shelter in
London. Though Manley has been tagged, the shelter employees feels it is too far to contact so
they put him up for adoption.A young writer named Shelagh can't resist his charms. Soon he is
off to her flat. But Manley allows his curiosity to get the best of him. He soon finds himself in



trouble. Manley is much more content when his mistress moves to the countryside in Scotland.
There he has the opportunity to explore and make animal friends. When winter arrives, Manley
shares the beauty of snow with his owner.The strength of this book lies in the way the author
conveys the warm, though at times opposite personalities of feline and human, and the way they
complement each other. Sweet, well-written short story of less than twenty pages that will warm
the heart of its human readers. Recommended for readers ages eight through eighty-eight.
Perfect choice for the holiday season.”

Gary Peterson, “memorable life story of Manley. Nice and interesting. This shows the adventure
of Manley, the ginger cat. Manley has undergone a lot of challenges in life. His struggles should
be saluted. Manley is sweet and friendly. He gives back love to Shelagh because she is a very
generous and lovable owner. I like the warmth and lightness of the way this story was told. At
first, Manley was put in the animal care institution but he doesn't want to be there so he escaped.
He found Shelagh at last and Manley became happy and joyful with her. They shared the most
memorable life with each other.”

Donna Maguire, “Warm-hearted tale of the strong bond between a lucky cat and his human
companion - from the cat's perspective. Animal lovers, especially cat lovers will be touched by
this warm hearted tale of the bond between Manley, a curious, stray tabby and his rescuer
Shelagh. More than a little curious, Manley strays from home and winds up in an efficient yet
very impersonal animal shelter. There for months Manley becomes despondent. His little heart
longs for a warm lap to snuggle. Just as his hopes are all but dashed Shelagh enters the shelter.
The narrative is so strong you can feel the bond as it forms almost immediately between our little
stray and his rescuer.Manley is taken home and he is filled with delight. You would think he
would have learned his lesson but his curiosity still at full power pulls a number of new
shannanagans to keep Shelagh on her toes. Fortunately, they move to Scotland and Manley has
plenty of room to roam and new friends in which to safely explore. I really enjoyed this part of the
story the most as it develops the strong relationship between Manley and Shelagh from
Manley's perspective.”

JLK, “5 Stars for Manley's Ingenuity!. The descriptive passages and the personality of Manley's
owner leave you with an "all's right with the world" feeling. Manly's adventures and personality
are definitely above average, but I do wish those adventures were described with as much detail
as the surroundings. The five star is for Manly's outside the box thinking. This little gem has the
potential to be a larger story on par with James Herriot's 'All Creatures Great and Small.'”

The book by Eliza Earsman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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